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ABSTRACT
Mammography is an imaging method used as a main tool to detect breast cancer
at early stages. Images (mammograms) are examined by radiologists, who aim
to identify cancerous findings. However, in order to do that, the mammograms
need to be of diagnostic quality, which can sometimes be insufficient, and thus the
quality of diagnosis also suffers.
Radiology technicians (radiographers) are trained to take mammography
images, but not in every healthcare center a strict quality control process is
established, which may substantially affect the patients. The most common
defects in mammograms are positioning defects, which are seen in the images
as skin-foldings or non-imaged parts of the breast.
The major issue at a process level is that the described positioning issues are
noticed late, already at the diagnostic phase. If a radiologist decides that the
mammogram is a non-diagnostic quality, the patient needs to revisit the imaging
center. If quality control could be automated and standardized, unnecessary
patient recalls could be avoided, thus, reducing the costs of the mammographic
process. To date, there is a lack of automatic general quality control tools
for mammography screening. Looking at the recent advances in artificial
intelligence, it may be possible to automate this process.
The goal of this thesis was to develop an automatic system for quality
assessment of mammograms. The author used Deep learning to develop an
automatic framework for automatic segmentation of defects in mammograms
using a dataset of 512 mammographic images extracted from the Oulu University
Hospital archive. The second stage of the developed method performed quality
assessment by analyzing the presence and location of different tissues in the
images from the predicted segmentations.
The developed segmentation model yielded a Dice coefficient over 0.90 for the
whole breast, breast, and pectoral muscle, and over 0.60 for skin-foldings and
nipple.
The developed method is the first to tackle automatic segmentation of all major
positioning issues in mammography. Ultimately, the developed technology has
a potential to improve the mammography workflows and, eventually, patient
outcomes.
Keywords: mammography, quality assessment, proof-of-concept, deep learning,
segmentation
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Mammografiaa on kuvantamismenetelmä, jota käytetään päävälineenä
rintasyövän havaitsemiseksi varhaisessa vaiheessa. Radiologien on tutkittava
mammogrammit ja päätettävä sitten, onko pahanlaatusia löydöksiä, ja tätä
varten mammografiakuvien on oltava diagnostisesti laadukkaita.
Ammattilaiset koulutetaan mammografiakuvien ottamiseksi, mutta ei kaikissa
terveyskeskuksissa on otettu käyttöön tiukka laadunvalvontaprosessi, joka voi
vaikuttaa merkittävästi potilaisiin. Kuvissa voi olla virheitä, jotka tekevät
kuvista ei-diagnostisen laadukkaan mammogrammin, ja ne voivat vaikuttaa
diagnostiikkatuloksiin. Yksi näistä vioista ovat paikannusvirheet, joissa näkyvät
kuvissa ihon taitoksina ja jotkut rinnan osat eivät näy.
Suurin ongelma prosessitasolla on, että kuvatut paikannusvirheet
havaitaan myöhässä, jo diagnoosivaiheessa. Jos radiologit päättävät,
että mammografiakuva ei ole diagnostisesti laadukas, potilaan on
palattava kuvantamiskeskukseen ja tutkittava uudelleen, mikä voi lisätä
kustannuksia ja työmäärää. Jos laadunvalvonta voidaan automatisoida
ja standardoida, voidaan välttää tarpeetonta potilaan palauttamista ja
vähentää siten mammografiaprosessin kustannuksia. Tähän mennessä
mammografiaseulonnassa ei ole automaattista yleistä laadunvalvontaa. Kun
tarkastellaan tekoälyn viimeaikaisia edistystä, tämän prosessin automatisointi
voi olla mahdollista.
Tämän projektin tarkoituksena oli todistaa diagnostisten ja ei-diagnostisten
laatumammogrammien automaattisen erottamisen toteutettavuus. Kirjoittaja
käytti syvää oppimista automatisoidun kehyksen luomisessa käyttämällä 512
mammografiakuvaa, jotka otettiin Oulun yliopistollisen sairaalan arkistosta.
Automaattisen menetelmän ensimmäisessä vaiheessa suoritettiin rintakudosten
ja ihon taittumien segmentointi. Toisessa vaiheessa suoritettiin laadunarviointi
analysoimalla eri kudosten läsnäolo ja sijainti kuvissa.
Kehitetyllä segmentointimallilla saavutettiin merkittäviä tuloksia, kun koko
rinnan ja rintalihasten segmentoinnin onnistumisen hyvyttä mittaava Dicekerroin oli yli 0,90, ja ihon taittumiselle ja nännille yli 0,60.
Kehitetty menetelmä on ensimmäinen, joka käsittelee mammografian
kaikkien tärkeimpien paikannusvirheiden automaattista segmentointia. Sillä
on potentiaalia myötävaikuttaa mammografian työnkulkujen ja potilastulosten
parantamiseen.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer (BC) is the most common type of cancer in females in the world [1, 2].
Mammography is one of the imaging methods used to detect BC. Technically, it is a
process of using low-energy X-rays (around 30 kVp) to examine human breast, and it
is considered to be the most reliable screening tool for early BC prevention [3, 4].
During a mammography exam, a radiographer (technician) will perform the
positioning of a patient and the imaging device, with a subsequent compression of the
patient breast between two plates. The compression is necessary to spread the breast
tissue and to eliminate motion, which can blur the image [5]. An X-ray image of the
breast is then taken in such a state [5]. Images will be stored digitally in a computer,
as nowadays most of the mammograms are digital. Dense breast tissue, like cancer,
appears brighter and whiter than less dense tissues, such as fat that appears dark or
in gray. After the imaging is done, a radiologist (diagnosing doctor) will examine the
image and give a diagnosis. Importantly, prior to the image presented to the radiologist,
it undergoes a quality check, done by a radiographer [6] in the very beginning of the
data acquisition.
Sustaining implementation of quality in images is among the important challenges in
mammography [7]. Proper positioning is needed to perform mammography screening,
since incorrect positioning and imaging artifacts often result in non-diagnostic quality
images (Figure 1). The radiologist (doctor) is responsible only for the clinical aspects
of mammography quality (i.e. reliable diagnosis) and he/she relies on the compliance
of a radiographer with the quality standards [7].
Positioning of the breast is one of the challenges related to technical performance of
mammographic process [8], and it is considered to be one of the key factors affecting
the diagnostic outcomes of mammography [9]. Mispositioning may reduce the quality
of the images and also hide potential abnormalities behind skin folds, thereby causing
interpretation errors [6]. Typically, if the image is suspected to be non-diagnostic, a
patient is asked to visit the imaging center again (process known as recall) [10], which
causes additional costs and additional inconvenience to the patient.
If the process of assessing mammography imaging quality could be automated, it
might substantially help with the aforementioned issues and save costs by saving
radiographers’ time, reduce the number of recalls, and also shorten the diagnostic time.
Positioning of the breast during the acquisition of a mammogram can be assessed by
analyzing multiple factors, such as length and shapes of different parts of the breast in
the image. To detect and localize different tissues and abnormalities within the image,
automatic segmentation tools can be applied [11]. In this project, the author of the
present thesis developed a novel method to automatically segment breast tissues and
imaging defects in mammography images. The core of this method is based on Deep
Learning, which is primarily discussed in the present work.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Examples of diagnostic and non-diagnostic images – (a) and (b), respectively.
In subfigure (b), skin-foldings are present (denoted by 1 and 2), nipple (denoted by 3)
is too low and is not on the same line as the pectoral muscle (denoted by 4). Finally,
some parts of the breast tissue are not fully visible in the mammogram (denoted by 5).
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Breast Cancer
Disease. Breast cancer (BC) is a cancer that develops in the breast cells [12].
BC can occur in men and women and may have different phenotypes even though
breast carcinomas have some similar characteristics in both genders [13]. In general,
there is not a lot of research on men with BC, and most knowledge on male BC are
obtained from studies on females [13, 14], as it is the most common type of cancer in
the world [1, 2].
Female breast is the tissue covering the pectoral muscle. The breast is made of
glandular tissue that produces milk and fatty tissue. The milk is produced in the
lobules, that is located in the lobes. Milk then travels through the ducts, which is
a network of tiny tubes. The tubes come together and make larger ducts that exit
the skin eventually in the nipple. The ducts tubes carry the milk to the nipple. The
nipple is surrounded with dark area of skin called the areola. Breast shape comes from
different ligaments and connective tissue that provide support (Figure 2). The breast
also contains nerves that provide sensation, blood and lymph vessels, and lymph nodes
[15].
Cancer can start to manifest itself in different parts of the breast (Figure 3). Most
BCs in women take place in the ducts or lobules [16, 17], and can then spread to other
parts of the body through blood and lymph vessels [18].

Figure 2. Breast normal anatomy cross-section [19].

Economical burden. In the United States, 255,180 new BC cases and 41,070
deaths from BC were estimated in 2017 [20]. The annual cost of medicare for BC
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. An example of mammography image (a) and the corresponding cancer
finding mask (a) taken from CBIS-DDSM dataset [32].
screening and treatment in the United States were $1.08 billion and $1.36 billion,
respectively [21]. The National Breast and Cervical Cancer Early Detection Program
(largest cancer screening program for low-income women in the United States)
estimated that the total cost of all their services to be $255.53 million during the 1year period (2006-2007), as 1.02 million women were served [22]. In developing
countries, such as Kenya, a full diagnostic test for BC can cost an average of $401 in
public facilities and $1,205 in private facilities [23].
Diagnosis, management, and treatment. Women diagnosed with BC may
experience cancer-related symptoms, such as: lump in the breast or under the arm
(armpit), swelling or thickening part of the breast, irritation or dimpling of breast skin,
redness or flaky skin in the nipple area or the breast, nipple discharge other than breast
milk, including blood, changes in the size or the shape of the breast, and pain in the
breast [24, 25]. The symptoms typically vary from patient to patient and some cases
could even remain asymptomatic [26].
Early detection of BC is important to reduce the mortality rate, and it needs to
be done when the patients are still asymptomatic [27, 28, 29]. Screening for BC is
necessary so that the patient starts their treatment earlier, before cancer spreads to other
tissues. Five-year survival rate of BC patients in North America is above 80% because
of a more successful early detection of this disease [30]. In countries with limited
resources, the situation is different and BC is commonly diagnosed at late stages [31].
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2.2. Mammography
Image acquisition. Mammographic imaging produces an X-ray image of the
breast. The image can be then used to check for BC in men and women with or without
symptoms. Screening mammography routinely assesses the condition of a breast. If
the results in the screening mammogram are suspicious or indicate signs of BC, a
diagnostic mammogram is acquired to evaluate and diagnose unusual breast changes
detected on a screening mammogram. The market around BC was estimated at $2.9
billion in 2016 [33].
The process of image acquisition can be described as follows. Acquisition
of mammograms (X-rays images of breasts) is done by a trained technologist
(radiographer), who positions the breast on a special platform in the imaging unit, and
then gradually compresses the breast with a clear plastic paddle. Breast compression is
necessary to even out the breast thickness, such that all the tissue can be visualized and
small abnormalities are less likely to be hidden by overlying tissue. Spreading out the
tissue also allows the use of a lower X-ray dose since a thinner tissue is being imaged.
The patient must hold still for a few seconds while the X-ray picture is taken to reduce
the possibility of a blurred image while the technologist walks behind a wall or into the
next room to activate the X-ray machine. The routine views are a top-to-bottom view
and an angled side view. The technologist will change the breast position between
images. This process will be repeated for the other breast as well. The whole imaging
process can take to about 30 minutes [5].
Quality of mammographic images. Proper exposure, contrast, resolution,
breast compression and positioning are important for high quality mammographic
images [34]. High quality images allow the radiologists to thoroughly examine
mammograms and successfully detect present abnormalities [34].
After the
introduction of digital mammography systems, the quality of mammograms has
improved significantly [35]. With the new advancements in hardware and software
that came with the digital systems, the factors affecting image quality like exposure,
sharpness, noise, and contrast are being taken care of, but positioning is still visually
assessed by technologists [35].
Breast positioning is one of the most important factors affecting a mammogram,
as good positioning maximizes the amount of breast tissue detected in the imaging
process [35, 36]. Breast pathology can be missed, since incorrect positioning may lead
to image artifacts [37]. Reducing the overload on doctors by using artificial intelligence
can lead to a better and faster diagnostics.

2.3. Quality Assessment in Mammography
PGMI system. There are various methods and systems that exist to evaluate
and classify the quality of mammographic images. PGMI method is a four-grade
("Perfect", "Good", "Moderate", "Inadequate") system that was customized and
adopted by many European countries for use in their BC screening programs [38].
"Perfect" means that: all breast tissues are imaged, correct image identification
is clearly shown, correct exposure according to workplace requirements, good
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Figure 4. PGMI quality assessment system.
compression, no movement, the images are processed correctly, no artifacts, no skin
folds and the image is symmetrical. "Good" means: all breast tissues are imaged,
correct image identification and it is clearly shown, correct exposure according to
workplace requirements, good compression, absence of movement, correct processing,
minor artifacts and skin folds with not fully symmetrical image. "Moderate" stands
for: most breast tissue imaged, correct image identification, correct exposure, adequate
compression, absence of movement, correct processing, artefacts which do not obscure
the image, skin folds which do not obscure the breast tissue, asymmetrical images.
"Inadequate" implies: a significant part of the breast is not imaged, incomplete or
incorrect identification of the image, the exposure is incorrect, inadequate compression
hindering diagnosis, blurred image, the images are processed incorrectly, overlying
artifacts in the image, skin folds obscuring the image.
Automatic quality assessment: prior work. Most of the systems that are used
to evaluate and grade images are reader-dependant. For this reason, the quality of a
mammogram may be different if graded by two different readers [39]. To solve this
problem an automated method using deep learning (DL) may be considered. Such
method will evaluate and grade mammographic images without human interaction,
and potentially provide an assessment quality similar to the one of a trained expert.
A supervised DL-based framework can be used to classify breast tissue using
Convolutional Neural Network to learn discriminate features automatically [40].
A proof of concept for an end-to-end DL framework to assesses image quality on
the basis of single mammography images was developed using a database with known
ground truth for training a regression CNN [41]. A DL algorithm was developed
to assess mammographic breast density, showing results similar to the ones of
experienced radiographer [42]. To automatically localize the nipple in mammograms
a simple method was tested on 24 images, and the nipple was correctly located
in 96% of the cases [43]. A fully automated method was described for pectoral
muscle segmentation that is based on edge detection, intensity thresholding, surface
smoothing, and straight line fitting [44].
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In most of the previous studies DL was used to detect particular findings, but have
never been used to segment different parts of the breast including skin-folds and do the
quality assessment on the predicted masks similarly to the presented project.

2.4. Deep Learning
Deep learning for medical imaging. DL is a sub-field of machine learning [45],
focusing on end-to-end representation learning from raw data [46]. DL, particularly
convolutional neural networks, can be used to solve wide range of image classification
tasks (assigning labels to images), and, furthermore, it is also highly promising in
automatic segmentation of images (assigning a label to every image pixel) [47, 48, 49].
In many problems, state-of-the-art accuracy can be achieved, often exceeding human
performance. DL models use labeled data and train using neural network architectures
[50].
The most popular types of neural networks for computer vision applications are
convolutional neural networks (CNN), with outstanding performance in machine
learning problems [51]. CNNs have been proven to be very effective in areas such
as image classification [52] and segmentation by learning features from the data. By
using 2D convolutional layers, these architecture is well suited to processing 2D data
like images [50]. CNNs mainly contain convolutional, activation, downsampling, and
upsampling to perform operations over features, sometimes concluded with a number
of fully connected layers. Fully convolution networks are basically CNNs with 1 × 1
convolutions instead of the dense layer.
During the recent years, DL has been getting a lot of attention because it is able to
achieve breakthrough results in a variety of tasks: computer vision, speech recognition,
and natural language processing [53, 50, 54]. The amount of available data plays a
big role in DL [55]. DL also requires large computing power like high performance
graphics processing units (GPU). GPU uses a parallel architecture that is efficient for
DL. Speech recognition was between the first major application that was possible due
to the advent of fast GPUs [50].
To date, machine learning has been applied to a wide range of applications [56].
In the medical imaging domain, DL showed superiority in many problems over other
machine learning methods [57]. As such, DL has been very successful in computer
vision applications [58, 59]. There is a lot of challenges related to using DL in
medical settings, but the results that it gives are too valuable to discard [60], and many
researchers focus on empirical evaluation of this methodology, including the present
thesis.
Artificial neural networks. The human brain has hundreds of billions of cells
called neurons [61]. The neurons are made of a cell body that is responsible for
processing and carrying information towards and away from the brain [62]. Artificial
neural networks (ANN) are function approximation machines guided by mathematical
and engineering disciplines that are designed to obtain statistical generalization (and
not to model the brain) [46]. The naming here is inspired from neuroscience [46].
A typical ANN has hundreds or thousands of artificial neurons, which consist of the
weights and activation functions. Neuron’s weights are multiplied by the input, and
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then transformed using an activation function. In an ANN setting, such neurons are
interconnected, which allows them to be powerful models, able to automatically extract
patterns from large datasets [53].
Optimization of neural networks. Most DL algorithms rely on some sort of
optimization methods. These methods generally optimize the neural networks by
minimizing a specific loss function [46, 63]. Loss function, in the context of machine
learning, is used to show how good and bad the model is performing by measuring the
errors made by a neural network [46, 63]. One particular method, used to optimize the
loss of the neural network is a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [64].
The most popular type of neural network optimization is done in a supervised setting.
which is a subcategory of machine learning that uses labeled datasets to train the model
[65]. Training data is used to compute the loss and its gradients with respect to the
model’s weights. These gradients are then used by SGD to update the model for a
series of training iterations.
Overfitting and cross-validation. The goal of the training process is to maximize
the prediction accuracy on the new data (test data). Overfitting happens when the
model learns to perform well on the training data rather than generalize to new data
[66]. One way to check that the model is overfitting is by comparing the losses of
the training and validation datasets. The model is overfitting if the loss function on the
training data will continue to show lower values in each epochs, but validation loss will
eventually increase (Figure 5). In general, even simple linear models tend to overfit if
the training set size is smaller than number of data dimensions[67].
Cross validation is a statistical method used to test the performance of machine
learning models [68]. To conduct cross validation, data need to be split into two parts,
where one part is used to train the model and the other is to validate the learning
process. K-fold cross validation approach is considered a good approach to further
improve the prediction accuracy [69]. It means splitting the data into k folds, train
the model using k − 1 of them, and validate on the remaining part. The mean
validation performance is then calculated after such runs (Figure 12). Cross validation
is frequently used in machine learning to make a comparison and select models as it
has lower bias than other methods [70].
Regularization Among the main problems related to DL, one is how to make
an algorithm that performs well on the new data, and not just on the training data
[46]. Different regularization techniques are used in training DL models to prevent
overfitting. A model can be regularized by using weight decay, dropout, data
augmentation, etc. Weight decay is a standard technique for regularizing models [71,
67, 72, 73]. One way to decrease complexity would be to add the weights to the loss
function. To implement weight decay we add the squares of all the parameters to the
loss function. This new term may get too large in relation to the main loss function,
and to prevent that, we multiply the sum of squares with some value (weight decay) to
make it smaller [71, 67]. A fully connected neural network, essentially, is a number
of weights that are connected together that takes an input and gives prediction as an
output. The prediction of the network is used to back-propagate the error to different
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Figure 5. Example showing how overfitting looks like from training and validation
losses.
layers and weights will be updated accordingly. If the weights in some part of the
network are too big, they will have a greater impact on the predictions. This can lead
the model to overfit. To address this problem, dropout is used to distribute the learnt
representations more evenly across multiple weights such that the model does not
overfit [72, 71]. Data augmentation is another technique used to regularize the model
training and help in preventing the overfitting [73]. It is based on artificial generation
of the images based on existing samples from the training dataset via small random
perturbations applied to them. Creating variations of the images can improve the ability
of the model to generalize the prediction to new images [74]. Image augmentation is
used to tackle overfitting problem and to increase of the existing dataset [73, 75]. DL
network models can give better results when trained on more data [46, 67]. Images are
modified through different ways of processing, such as random rotation, shifts, shear
and flips, etc.
Transfer learning approach. Transfer learning is using the knowledge of an
already trained (pre-trained) model on a new but related problem. In machine learning
a model developed for a task can be reused in a second model as a starting point.
Pre-trained models are a popular approach in DL as they provide a huge increase in
performance in similar problems, particulaly, in case of a small dataset [76].
Deep learning for image segmentation. Image segmentation is a common
problem in computer vision and digital image processing [77]. The purpose of image
segmentation is to process and localize the pixels of objects and boundaries, converting
digital images into different classes that are easier to analyze by computers [78, 77].
As a result, a set of segments that is covering the image or a set of contours is extracted
from an image. After segmenting the image, further analyses, e.g. object detection,
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Figure 6. Example of U-Net architecture.

Figure 7. Example of a simple fully connected neural network with an input, an output,
and 2 hidden layers.
can be performed [78]. In medical imaging, image segmentation is used to extract
clinically relevant information from the images [79].
Numerous studies on segmentation of medical images have been introduced in the
past [80, 81, 49]. In the context of BC, a novel method was developed for breast masses
segmentation from mammograms using DL, to show the accuracy and efficiency that
these techniques can provide [82]. An integrated computer-aided diagnosis system
was used to screen digital X-ray mammograms for detection, segmentation, and
classification of breast masses using DL methods [83]. A fully convolutional neural
network (FCNN) with attention-guided deep supervision was developed for automatic
segmentation, improving the overall segmentation accuracy [84]. The present work is
also applying image segmentation to mammography and it uses DL.
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3. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Figure 8. The workflow of the segmentation process designed in the present thesis.
Graphical illustration of the workflow executed in this thesis is provided in Figure 8.
The main objective of this study was to develop a proof-of-concept of automated
mammography quality assessment system via image segmentation. The study also
had two sub-objectives:
• Create (collect and annotate) a dataset for mammography tissue and artifact
segmentation that is representative in the scope of the considered quality
assessment criteria (see Section 2.3);
• Benchmark different existing Deep Neural Network architectures and select the
most appropriate one for the segmentation of defects in mammograms.
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4. METHODS AND MATERIALS
4.1. Data Collection and Annotation
Data source and pre-selection. The author used the data from the Oulu University
Hospital (approved by the institutional review board). The dataset consisted of 503
mammography images. The original dataset consisted of 251,422 mammography
studies, where each study included Cranio-caudal (CC) view and Mediolateral Oblique
(MLO) view images. In this project, we focused on MLO images only. The dataset was
in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format, so multiple
scripts were developed to process and extract 5,000 random images and convert them
to Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format along with the corresponding patient
identification numbers. That information were saved in separate comma-separated
values (CSV) file. 1,000 images with bad positioning and artifacts (i.e. skin folds)
were chosen manually by the author from the original 5,000 images dataset.
The original images were large and had variability in size, which could affect the
deep learning models. Furthermore, large images need more computation power and
time to run the pipeline. A script was developed to resize all images and masks
(described below) to 512 × 256 pixels. The script was made such that the resulting
images had the aspect ratio as the original one, achieved by padding the sides with
zeros if needed (Figure 11). The resized images and masks were faster to train on than
the data of original size. The images and masks processed this way were used to train
and evaluate the segmentation models.
Data annotation A selected subset of 503 images was annotated manually using
the CVAT annotation tool [85] (Figure 9). Five different pixel classes were annotated
in each image (Figure 10). Importantly, not all classes were presented in all the images.
The three major classes (whole breast, breast, and muscle) existed in the vast majority
of the images. Other classes, such as skin-folds and nipple were present less, but in
most of the images as well. Skin-folds is different from other classes in the case that
there can be more then one skin fold in an image. The annotation process of one image
took between 2-6 minutes depending on the mammogram. The annotations were,
eventually, stored in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format for further processing.

4.2. Experimental Setup
Data processing. All the experiments were done using Pytorch [86] and Pytorchlightning. The selected 503 images were used in our experiments, with the data were
split to training images (n=321), validation (n=81), and testing (n=101). We employed
light data augmentations. For training we used padding to 520 × 270 pixels, random
horizontal fliping, and cropping to 512 × 256 pixels. For validation and testing we did
not use any augmentations.
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Figure 9. CVAT annotation tool: The picture shows the user interface of the tool. Here,
the wanted class is chosen by clicking on Breast in the right down corner. Then, the
annotation is done by clicking on Create Shape and draw a polygon around the class.
Model selection. The performance of VGG11-BN [87] with U-NET [88], VGG11BN with FPN [89], RESNET34 [90] with U-NET, RESNET34 with FPN, RESNET50
[90] with U-NET, and RESNET50 with FPN decoders were investigated.
U-net is a network and training strategy that was originally developed for medical
image segmentation [88]. The architecture consists of two paths, encoder (contraction
) and decoder (expansion). The encoder is made of convolutional and max pooling
layers used to capture the context in the image. The decoder is symmetric expanding
path, which use transposed convolutions to enable precise localization (Figure 6). It
relies on the use of data augmentation to utilize the annotated samples more efficiently.
The architecture consists of a contracting path to capture context and a symmetric
expanding path that enables precise localization. Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) is
a feature extractor network designed for image segmentation. The network is designed
based on representation pyramid concept that gives better accuracy and speed. It takes
a single-scale image as input and outputs feature maps at multiple levels [89].
Group K-fold cross-validation was implemented on the training data, see Figure 12.
This procedure ensured that data from the same patients and studies were not present
in training and validation splits simultaneously in any of the folds. Out-of-fold (OOF)
script was made to get the predictions from each set of folds and then average them to
assess the performance on validation.
The models were optimized by minimizing the multi-class cross-entropy loss
function. Dice coefficient was used to evaluate the performance of the models and
choose the best model at validation. Dice[91] coefficient have been used extensively
for the assessment of image segmentation algorithms . Dice coefficient measure of
how many positives the algorithm can find and penalizes for the false positives (Figure
13).
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(a) Original image

(b) Overalyed countours

(c) Masks

Figure 10. Example of the different classes plotted in different colors, that were made
and used in the segmentation process.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Example of original and resized image – (a) and (b), respectively. In the
subfigure (b) the image was resized and repositioned so that the aspect ratio is similar
to the original one, by padding the sides when needed.
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Figure 12. Different folds used in 5-folds cross-validation setting.

Figure 13. Illustration of Dice Coefficient.
4.3. Quality Assessment
The author received a proper introduction into breast anatomy, breast cancer,
mammography, and mammography quality assessment. At the moment of the study
execution, the topics of breast segmentation and quality assessment of mammograms
were covered in the literature very sparsely and in a non-systematic way. The
introduced approach to automate quality assessment of mammography images is novel.
As an primary requirement, the annotated data was needed to train deep learning
models to segment different parts of the breast automatically.
The mammography quality assessment criteria for this project were taken from
"Early detection of breast cancer for health professionals" course [6]. Different criteria
were chosen to make a quality assessment script. A script was developed to check
the image quality according to the quality criteria (Figure 14). The script used
the predicted masks (from the testing set) to check the selected quality criteria like
presence of nipple and skin-folds, muscle length, and muscle angle, and report a list of
the these four criteria (Figure 16). The predicted masks from JSON files were used as
independent classes that may overlap.
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Figure 14. Quality assessment criteria implemented in this project.
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5. RESULTS
5.1. Optimal Backbone-Decoder Configuration
Deep learning-based segmentation models achieved high Dice score results in
segmenting different classes. From Table 1, FPN with Vgg11-bn was chosen to be
the best model, as the Dice score of the model was better then with the other models.
Decoder

Backbone

Whole Breast

Breast

Muscle

Skin Folding

Nipple

U-Net
U-Net
U-Net
FPN
FPN
FPN

Vgg11_bn
Resnet34
Resnet50
Vgg11_bn
Resnet34
Resnet50

0,985 ± 0,011
0,985 ± 0,011
0,985 ± 0,011
0,985 ± 0,011
0,985 ± 0,011
0,985 ± 0,011

0,969 ± 0,006
0,969 ± 0,005
0,972 ± 0,005
0,974 ± 0,004
0,974 ± 0,005
0,975 ± 0,004

0,975 ± 0,009
0,975 ± 0,010
0,976 ± 0,009
0,982 ± 0,005
0,982 ± 0,004
0,979 ± 0,005

0,542 ± 0,051
0,536 ± 0,051
0,537 ± 0,052
0,641 ± 0,052
0,623 ± 0,051
0,628 ± 0,051

0,456 ± 0,050
0,476 ± 0,054
0,478 ± 0,054
0,586 ± 0,051
0,573 ± 0,048
0,570 ± 0,048

Table 1. Dice score (2 * area of overlap / total number of pixels) results for different
architectures. Numbers shown are mean and standard deviation of Dice scores over
the testing data.

5.2. Best Model Assessment
The best model was modified the retrained to get better results, see Table 2. Whole
breast, muscle, and breast classes were showing Dice score larger than 90% due to the
existence of these classes in most of the images and the similarities of the classes like
place and shape in different mammograms. Needless to say that the relatively small
size of the dataset effected on the results of this project. Overall, the pipeline was
successfully able to segment all the classes, see Figure 15. The training took around
30 minutes for one model, and repeated 5 times (because of choosing 5 folds for crossvalidation).
Quality assessment software was implemented to check the classes of the predicted
masks from the testing set. The script was able to classify the masks according to the
chosen quality criteria (Figure 14) and print the results as a list of the these four criteria
(Figure 16).

Decoder
Backbone

FPN
VGG11_BN

Whole Breast
Breast
Muscle
Skin Folding
Nipple

0,972 ± 0,011
0,943 ± 0,008
0,970 ± 0,008
0,641 ± 0,052
0,634 ± 0,048

Table 2. Dice score results after retraining the best architecture.
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Figure 15. Examples of the segmentation results. The first row shows the original
images. The second row shows the manual segmentations. The third row shows the
prediction of our pipeline.
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Image Number is 87
- The nipple is in profile
- The pectoral muscle is sufficiently long: in the same level to the nipple
- There is skinfolds in the image
- The muscle angel is 11.06
Figure 16. The quality assessment results automatically generated from the
segmentation masks using the developed software tool.
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6. DISCUSSION
Mammography has many challenges, from positioning [35, 36] to detection of breast
abnormalities and presence of overlapping tissues [92]. In this project our focus was
on assessment of mammography positioning. The author performed a feasibility study
and implemented an automatic approach for quality assessments in mammography
screening using deep learning segmentation model. Deep learning based segmentation
methods was used to do this task.
There was no publicly available dataset to be used in this project. In order to solve
this problem, a mammography dataset (images, masks) was manually created by the
author based on the extracted mammography studies from Oulu University Hospital.
Preprocessing scripts were developed to extract the images from DICOM files with
corresponding patient information.
The results indicate that different breast tissue and findings can be segmented, and
the quality assessment tool is then able to use the segmented regions to evaluate
breast positioning in mammograms automatically. The study provides a new automatic
application to solve the positioning problem in mammographic imaging.
When making the dataset, the author chose the presumably worst images to segment
(according to PGMI criteria), so to diversify the training data. That led to choose
mammograms where there was no nipple because nipple presence is one of the criteria
for a good and diagnostic mammogram. As a result, nipple class was the hardest for
the model to segment due to the lack of nipple in training data and, additionally, due
to the small size of the nipple area. Segmenting skin folding was also hard due to
different patterns of the folds. Moreover, unlike other considetred classes that have
relatively similar positions in mammograms, skin foldings had larger variations in
terms of location. Manual segmentation of skin folding was also ambiguous, since
edges of skin foldings are not clearly defined.
Despite the above, the created dataset still has a clear value for segmentation
and localization purposes, and the developed segmentation pipeline is likely to be
applicable for other segmentation application that include multi-class segmentation.
To improve the segmentation accuracy, other preprocessing methods can be
tested like trying different sizes of the images and smoothing the images. Also,
testing of different methods for preprocessing, data augmentation, and patch-based
sampling of medical images could be investigated [93]. Several medical studies used
segmentation with multiple combinations of preprocessing methods such as noise
removal, histogram equalization, and edge enhancement to enhance the quality of
input images [94]. Different augmentation strategies were compared, showing how
much augmentation can affect model performance in medical images [95].
More development on the quality assessment can be done, so to increase the
completeness of the quality assessment criteria that the software evaluates, such as, for
example, the blurriness of a breast. A deep learning based software can be applied
to automatically detect and segment blurry areas in whole slide images [96]. An
algorithm can be applied to restore a clear high-resolution from blurry low-resolution
images [97].
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7. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, in this thesis, the author developed a comprehensive method for
mammography image segmentation. From the methodological point of view, the
author found that the use of VGG11 backbone and FPN decoder in an encoder-decoder
model is well suited for this task. The results show that segmentation of structures with
not well-defined shape and high heterogeneity in appearance, such as skin foldings, is
also feasible with the developed model. Potential applications of the method are in
automatic quality assurance in clinical practice.
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